Ronggeng Gunung is a combined performing art which thrives especially in southern Ciamis (including Pamarican and Banjarsari) and Pangandaran (including Padaherang and Kalipucang). Generally, this is almost the same as the conventional ronggeng, in which a dancer performs while being accompanied by gamelan (Javanese/Sundanese music instrument) and kawih (Sundanese songs). The main ronggeng dancer is a woman who wears a shawl as a part of the dance to invite males to dance with her. Allegedly, in its mythological narratives, Ronggeng Gunung was created from the grief of a princess who lost her beloved husband and her attempt of revenge toward the killer. This paper is actually intended to find out how are the structures and meanings of Kawih as an inseparable part of Ronggeng Gunung performance. This study applies structuralism as both theoretical approach and method, since it provides the theoretical framework to find out both the structural construction and the meaning of the Kawih. The result of this study shows that kawih accompanying Ronggeng Gunung performance represents a passionate romance of solace, unrequited love, as well as the cultural values of modesty, politeness, and the importance of solidarity in facing every problem encountered by human. the interdisciplinary study without restrictions because both literature and anthropology concern humanities. This type of study is necessary, but it does not mean literary study is covetous. There are many instances in literary work which contain ethnographical aspects of human life, and vice versa, ethnographic works containing literary metaphors are not 122 | Dian Nurrachman, Rohanda, Hasbi Assiddiqi, Deden Hidayat DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.18860/prdg.v2i2.7627 little. Therefore, anthropological research of literature counts heavily on two things: (a) to study ethnographic writings related to literature in order to observe the aesthetics and (b)
INTRODUCTION
The anthropological study of literature is a new prospect for literary studies. This kind of study which attempts to combine two disciplines appears to be seldom sought after, when in fact there are many interesting things that can be explored. Through this model, literary researchers can reveal various anthropological hints. Researchers can also conduct 1 The term ronggeng kaler was originated from the southern part of Ciamis, in which because of the division of regencies, it is now part of Pangandaran. However, there is another term to call this performing art beside ronggeng gunung, namely ronggeng kidul and ronggeng amen. It is called as ronggeng kidul because its origin is from the northern part of Ciamis/Pangandaran, meanwhile the word 'amen' is derived from the word 'ngamen' (busking), because the performance is indeed expecting saweran (money thrown by the audiences), where in practice the audiences will fold the money into the end of the shawl worn by the pasindhén. 2 Interview was conducted on August 15, 2017 3 Interview was conducted on October 6, 2017 4 M.A. Salamun, Kandaga: Kasusatran. Gunaco. Bandung: 1968. listeners will know that the continuation is "teu puguh tungtungna." Literally, "teu puguh monyet hideungna" means it's unclear the blackness of a monkey, and the verse "teu puguh tungtungna," means that the end is unclear. Therefore, the meaning of the wawangsalan is an unclear agreement or end. Moreover, wawangsalan at the same time is also a riddle about the lutung. The hints about the answer lie on the words 'monyet hideung' and 'tungtung', therefore a black monkey which ends with"-tung" is a lutung.
The second type of sisindiran is rarakitan, which is sisindiran consisted of two cangkang and two eusi. This kind of sisindiran is called rarakitan because it consists of two pairing verses, which in Sundanese is called as sarakit 5 , or a pair. To be clearer, see an example of rarakitan below:
From the example above, we can observe that the first verse and the second verse are in pair with the third and fourth verses. So, the first two verses are in pair with the last two verses; this pair is known as sarakit or in pair. Because of this pairing pattern, this sisindiran is called rarakitan.
The third type of sisindiran is paparikan. This sisindiran is called paparikan because it derives from the word parek which means close. The close here means that there is the closeness of pronunciation between cangkang and eusi such as in the following example:
Rincik-rincik hujan leutik, paralak hujan tambaga.
Ngilik-ngilik ti leuleutik, teu terang aya nu boga. 7
Droplets of rain showers, Come in the copper rain.
Paying attention to her since childhood
Turned out she already has someone From the example of paparikan above, we can observe that the verse "rincik rincik hujan leutik" has a similar sound with the verse "Ngilik-ngilik ti leuleutik", and the word "tambaga" is similar in sound with "nu boga". Because of this similarity, this sisindiran is called paparikan. Another characteristic of paparikan is that the number of syllables in a verse is eight. Furthermore, Salmun (1968, p. 57 ) explains that there are three main themes of sisindiran which are silih asih (romance), piwuruk (advice), and sésébréd (satire). These three themes enrich sisindiran which is engraved in Sundanese culture, from daily conversations to literary works. In Ronggeng Gunung, the kawih pattern is also delivered in the form of sisindiran explained above, and the themes are not far from those three themes. 5 This term is actually used specifically to call a pair of buffalos or "munding sarakit" in Sundanese. 6 https://almushtafa.wordpress.com/2015/03/12/sisindiran-paparikan-rarakitan-jeung-wawangsalan/, retrieved on 25 October 2017 7 http://www.basasunda.com/2016/09/contoh-sisindiran-paparikan-silih-asih.html, retrieved on 25 October 2017 Golewang, Raja Pulang, Ondai, Kawungan Banter, Parut, Dengdet, Kawungan Kulon, Liring, Menangis, Urung urung, Tunggul Kawung, Mangonét, Cacar Wurung, Torondol, and Kidung. Lulugu is the opening song which is then is followed by Golewang. When the ronggeng sings Golewang, the male dancers one by one enters the performing arena to dance with the ronggeng, then they dance in uniform and doing round for approximately 12-15 minutes, after that they have a break, and then they dance again, and so on until the performance ends. There is no standard how long a Ronggeng Gunung performance should be. It can be 2 hours, 3 hours, or even 5 hours, depending on request.
The length of the performance will affect to the length of the song.
METHOD
This study used structuralism as both theoretical approach and method to elaborate the Kawih. According to Tyson (2006, p. 221) , structuralism approaches literature in three specific areas of literary studies: the classification of literary genres, the description of narrative operations, and the analysis of literary interpretation. In this paper, we elaborated those three specific areas directly through the wholeness perspective as comprehensive as possible. What we mean by wholeness perspective is that the discussion on the three areas is in one package; we discussed the genre and the sub-genre of Kawih, continued directly by discussing the narrative operations (structural construction), and finally we gave the meaning to the content of the narratives as part of literary interpretation of which the narratives told us the cultural values as part of the internalization process of the mythical values in daily life, especially those related to the romance of solace, propriety, modesty, decency, and the importance of solidarity in overcoming life and its problems.
DISCUSSION
After discussing literary genres in Kawih above, thus, we can go further to the discussion on the content of the Kawih narrative. Here, we categorized the content by providing the themes suitable with the content of the narratives as follow:
Passionate Romance
Romance is the most found theme in the kawih of Ronggeng Gunung. We can assume that this happens because the birth of Ronggeng Gunung tradition is accompanied by the myth of romance between Dewi Kembang Samboja and Raden Anggalarang. Their love journey turned out to be rough because Raden Anggalarang was then murdered by the Bajo (pirates). On her journey, Dewi Kembang Samboja finally succeeded in taking revenge toward the pirates. The theme of a passionate romance can be seen from the following lyrics:
Geura bobot sok geura ayun
Immediately think
